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Immortal Romance Slot Review: Can Love Last Forever? Take the plunge and play for real money at

Casumo Casino, our pick for March 2023 ! Microgaming is definitely one of the best developers known
in the business and it sure knows what players like. Immortal Romance, a video slot with an interesting

storyline and vampy theme, is a good example for that! As big vampire fans ourselves (except for
Twilight), we think that the slot is a really good game and we can’t wait to share all the details around it!
Stay tuned and keep on reading! Slot Demo Try the Free Play Game. Rules and Features How to Play

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


the Game. Bet Limits & Max Win Calculator. Play for Real Money Top Casinos. Paytable and Prizes
Bonus Round Details Immortal Romance on Mobile Gallery and Video Preview Free Spins: How to Get
Them Immortal Romance RTP Slot Comparison Verdict: Safe Casino Slot. Bleh, bleh bleeeh! Oh, sorry!
I didn’t mean to offend any vampires! We just got a little bit too excited and we hope you feel the same.
Ready to find out the story of Amber, Troy, Michael and Sarah and how they’re all connected? Please,

continue reading! Try the Immortal Romance Slot Free of Charge! Before we get into it, we would like to
offer you the chance to try the slot yourselves. That’s right, our sweet bats, we’ve prepared a demo-

version of Immortal Romance for you to try! Just scroll below, press play and dive in! We believe that this
would be a good practice before you start playing for real money. We highly recommend! None of this
‘The Vampire Diaries’ or basic Dracula nonsense – the concept of the game is really interesting and

even a little bit creepy. We think you’ll enjoy it a lot! If you’re planning on making a detailed ‘examination’
of the game, feel free to check out our video, which will show you how Immortal Romance is played for

real. The Microgaming studio has done it again – the vampire trend still stays on and entertains us,
gamblers, and brings us big wins and lots of fun. Well done! Instant Play > Start! Play Free Demo

Version Directly in Your Browser. Real Money Casinos Offering Immortal Romance: 2023 List. As one of
the most played slot games in the UK, Immortal Romance is available for real money play at a lot of

online casinos. Of course, you can’t just enter the very first casino you see without doing some research!
This is why we’ve created a list of the Top 5 Online casinos that offer Immortal Romance – we tried or
best to collect the most important info you would like to have to pick an operator that you like and trust.

After all, when you play, you must do it at a safe casino! All the listed ones below are operated and
certified by both the UK and the Malta Gambling Commissions, which guarantees a safe and enjoyable
gamble. However, if we have to be extremely honest, we highly recommend PlayOJO Casino! It has a
superb Welcome Bonus, offers a vast variety of games, including Immortal Romance, and…it’s legit!
Find the Best Immortal Romance Casinos PlayOJO 50 Free Spins n/a Playtrough Doesn’t Accept

PayPal Play Full T&Cs apply . For Every £1 you deposit, 1 Free Spin will be credited. Up to 50 Free
Spins on Spina Colada. Min deposit is £10. This offer is only available for first time depositors. Game:

Spina Colada | Spin Value: £0.10. BetVictor £30 + 100 Free Spins 40x Playtrough Doesn’t Accept
PayPal Play Full T&Cs apply. 18+ New customers only. Deposit, opt in and wager £10 on selected

games within 7 days of opening new account. Get 3 x £10 bonuses for selected games with up to 40x
wagering plus 100 Free Spins. Bonuses expire in 7 days. Max redeemable from bonuses £750. 100

Free Spins have no wagering and expire in 7 days. Card payments only. T&C's Apply |
begambleaware.org | Please Gamble Responsibly. Casumo £25 Bonus 30x Playtrough Doesn’t Accept
PayPal Play Full T&Cs apply . 18+. New UK customers only. Opt-in required. 20 Bonus Spins on "Book

of Dead" and 100% Deposit Bonus up to £25 on first deposit. Min deposit £10. 30x wagering
requirement for Bonus Spins and 30x wagering requirement for Deposit Bonus (game weighting

applies). Max £5/spin or £0.50/line or £50/round (live casino). 30 days expiry. T&C's Apply. Please
gamble responsibly http://www.begambleaware.org/ Last Update: 09.06.2022 See All Immortal

Romance Casinos! PlayOJO Casino has a £250 Welcome Bonus to give and a lot of other promotional
offers for both the newbies and the casino’s regular clients. PlayOJO Casino provides a unique selection
of games thanks to developers like Microgaming, NetEnt and more! You can enjoy jackpot favorites like
Mega Moolah and Hall of Gods, TV and movie-inspired slots like Game of Thrones, table classics like
Blackjack and Roulette. The operator also has a superb variety of Live Casino games which we know

you’ll definitely enjoy. Blackjack, Baccarat, Roulette – you name it! All that and more you could learn from
our dedicated PlayOJO Casino review! Bet limits of Immortal Romance at PlayOJO Casino start from
0.30 and can go up to 30, depending on how you adjust your bets and coins. Full Immortal Romance
Overview. In the next paragraphs, we’re getting deep into the world of dark desire, forbidden love and

blood! We’ll make a full slot overview and we’ll cover that in a few mini-topics. Firstly, we’ll introduce you
to the game itself – graphics, key features, important characteristics. Secondly, we’ll explain the rules
and share a little bit more information about the Immortal Romance paytable and how to ‘decode’ it.
We’ll also talk about bets, volatility, RTP and… You know what, we don’t want to spoil all the fun here.
Let’s go through all this together, one paragraph at a time! If you have any experience with Immortal

Romance in the past or you just started playing and you have something to share, we’d be happy if you
could rate the game in the table below. Also, check out how your fellow players voted! 50 Free Spins

Bonus. Casino Rating 9.7 /10 Play here! Full T&Cs apply . For Every £1 you deposit, 1 Free Spin will be
credited. Up to 50 Free Spins on Spina Colada. Min deposit is £10. This offer is only available for first

time depositors. Game: Spina Colada | Spin Value: £0.10. Other slots. New Slot Reviews Ted



Megaways 02. Mar. Rick and Morty Megaways 02. Mar. Irish Riches Megaways 01. Mar. Gorilla Gold
Megaways 01. Mar. Genie Jackpots Megaways 28. Feb. Popular Blog Posts. Highest RTP Slots Slots
with Bonus Games Safe Online Casino Sites Movie Slots 3 Reel Slots Fairy Tale Slots Pay by Phone
Slots Best Casino Apps for iPhone Pirate Slots Egypt Slots Irish Slots. Player Score. 4.50 /5 (2 votes)
Expert Score. Rated 5.00 out of 5 stars. 5.00 /5. Experience. Features & Jackpots. Theme & Symbols.

Coin Levels & Limits. Graphics & Animation. Sounds & Music. How to Play: The Rules in a Nutshell. Hey
there, glad you made it so far! We’re going to teach you how to play Immortal Romance! Are you ready
to dive into the vampire world? Great, let’s begin! First off, you need to set your bets. You can do that by
using the +/- buttons to set the coins size that will set the number of coins you can bet. If you’d like, you

can click on the Bet Max button to skip the coin setting and to start directly with the maximum bet. Then,
you just start spinning! It’s as simple as that and it’s really fun! Immortal Romance. Maximum Win at

PlayOJO Casino. Features Free Spins Up to 25 Free Spins Bonus Round 5 Different Features
Progressive No Multiplier Up to x5 Gamble No Basic Info Type Video Slot RTP 96.86% Developer

Microgaming Year Launched 05.12.2011 Mobile-friendly Yes Layout Reels 5 Rows 3 Paylines 243 Lines
Pay Left to Right Theme Gothic, Vampire Settings Autoplay Yes Quick Spin Yes Coin Levels Yes Bet

per Spin £0.30 – £30.00 Adjust Paylines No. The Paytable: Symbols, Winning Combinations and
Payouts. Now that you know how to start playing, it’s time for us to teach you which symbol is which and
what might bring you a big win. The Immortal Romance slot game offers numerous interesting features,
one of which is the game’s logo. The logo is Wild and substitutes for all symbols except for the Scatter.
All winnings are doubled when you get a winning combo with the Wild Immortal Romance logo . The lion
door knocker is the Scatter and this interesting symbol can bring you a lot of wins. How? If you get 2, you

win a specific amount of money (not going to spoil the surprise just yet!), but if you get 3 or 5 of these
anywhere on the reels, you’ll unlock the Chamber of Spins which is the biggest bonus feature Immortal
Romance offers! Another great feature is the Wild Desire one, that could also bring some impressive
payouts when triggered, but free spins cannot be triggered when it’s unlocked. We’ve created a table

with all the symbols and their ‘worth’ for your convenience. With the calculator at the top right corner, you’ll
be able to enter the amount you would like to bet and get an idea on what you could win from each

symbol and each combo! Immortal Romance. Enter line bet amount: Symbol 2 Symbols 3 Symbols 4
Symbols 5 Symbols Lions Head 30 60 600 6000 Logo 100 250 1500 Sarah 30 100 500 Michael 30

100 450 Troy 20 80 400 Amber 20 80 350 Castle 15 60 300 Book Candle 15 60 250 Ace King 10 25
150 Queen Jack 7 20 125 10, 9 5 15 100 (Wild) (Scatter) Theme Overview and Image Gallery.

Microgaming has, hands down, done a superb job when it comes to the selection of the game theme. At
first glance, Immortal Romance has a fantasy, gothic-romantic theme going on that really grabs all the
vampire fans even before opening the game (trust us, we were like that, too!) . The game has it all –

starting from the red roses, blood, grey columns and gargoyle figures, dark night and spooky music in
the background – the perfect vampire-themed slot! And did we mention the original soundtrack of the

game? You’ll love it! As a lot of players share – Immortal Romance is indeed a slots masterpiece!
Graphics and Animation: Gothic Style. According to our research and a lot of opinions of our fellow slot
enthusiasts, Immortal Romance is like a different version of Twilight and The Vampire Diaries, or the

gothic version of Clue. As we’ve mentioned earlier, there are four main characters in the game: Amber, a
descendant of Caribbean witches, Sarah, her mortal (or is she?) friend from childhood, and Michael and

Troy – two immortal vampires, disguised as normal people. And, as you probably already guessed it,
they’re all connected by secrets, love and desire. Oooh, so romantic! And a little bit creepy but that’s the

point of the game! Microgaming Immortal Romance Base Game – How Does It Look and Work?
Immortal Romance Bonus Round – The Chamber of Spins Unlocks Randomly. Get the Big Price in

Immortal Romance – £364,500.00 Max Win. Learn How to Claim It! In the Video We Will Show You How
to Play the Game, What to Expect and More. If we have to make a quick overview of the game, we must

say that we’re chuffed – the game looks superb! We really enjoy the graphics and the way that
Microgaming has incorporated the vampy vibes. Immortal Romance is indeed visually pleasing – as we
mentioned earlier, we have the dark and creepy background, the cracking grey columns and gargoyle

figures that look like they’re watching your every move! The characters of the slot are detailed and
animated really good – they’re super realistic! Of course, we would like their movements to be a little bit
more 3D-like but overall, we’re pleased with what we see! The small ray of light coming from above the
statues brings an even more mystic theme to the whole vision of the slot. As big fans of the mythical and
magical ourselves, Immortal Romance is definitely one of Microgaming’s best slots created yet! And the



original soundtrack sure brings even more drama and passion, and desire and… well, you’ve got the
idea! We like it a lot! Audio Samples: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10. Main Theme. Winning Theme. Wild Theme.
Audio: Music & Sounds. The sound quality of the game is legit – it is crisp, original and has a dash of
drama added to it! When you click to spin the slot, there is a ‘heartbeat’ sound that, even if you’re not
familiar at first what the theme of the game is, this will for sure give you hint that it has something to do

with blood (and vampires, duh!). There is an original soundtrack created for Immortal Romance and each
song corresponds to each of the characters in the slot. The developer sure did think of every detail when

making the game! Min and Max Bet at Immortal Romance Casinos. Let’s talk about the bets in the
game. As you’re probably familiar, Immortal Romance has a minimum and maximum bet. The min is

£0.30, and the max is £30.00 . You should also keep in mind that the coin value (£1 – £10) also
corresponds to the bet limits. It sounds a little confusing but once you start playing, you’ll get a better idea

on how it works. And once you do – you’re ready for a vampy adventure and big winnings! Immortal
Romance is perfect for both high-rollers and for the newbies out there that want to try something new.
The Free Spins Feature. As written above, the slot has main characters that are not included just for

aesthetics but are part of the game as well. Each protagonist has a role and can bring you not only some
extra prizes but also free spins! This will happen once you unlock the Chamber of Spins – the feature that
we’re all super hyped about! In a nutshell, here’s how the feature work: If you get the Amber feature, you
will get 10 free spins with a 5x multiplier. If you get the Troy feature – 15 free spins with Vampire Bats
feature that might bring you a 6x multiplier. Michael feature – 20 free spins with Rolling Reels and a

multiplier value from 2x to 5x. And Sarah feature gives you 25 free spins with Wild Vine feature (key on
reel 3) that will randomly change symbols into wilds. The Chamber of Spins Bonus Round. The Chamber
of Spins is considered a Bonus game of Immortal Romance, but we cannot ignore another feature, which
is the Wild Desire game. It is triggered randomly in the game and up to 5 reels can turn wild! Imagine the

opportunity – you’d have the chance to win 1,500 times your total stake! Imagine how much more you
could win when the Wild Desire activates! Don’t just stand there, go spin and see for yourselves! As we
mentioned, the game is triggered randomly, so keep an eye out while playing! Immortal Romance RTP
(Return to Player) Overview. Another thing that is usually a hot topic amongst our fellow players is the

Return to Player or RTP for short. The RTP shows you how much you could expect the game to pay out
and is the opposite of the House Edge. Immortal Romance is not only a really mesmerizing looking

vampy game that might bring you lots of smackers, but it has a significantly high RTP, even higher than
the average of 96%, which is more common for a bit part of the games from different providers. The slot
has an RTP of 96.86% which means that the House Edge is 3.14% , and this is definitely a pretty good
number! Well done! In comparison with other games we might say that Immortal Romance deserves its
big reputation! But what other slots are out there and are they as good as this one? Let’s compare, shall
we? We have two other very popular games that we’d like to put side by side with Immortal Romance to

give you a better idea of what to expect. The lowest known RTP is 74.90% and belongs to ‘Super
Nudge’. Immortal Romance or, as a lot of players call the slot, the ‘Microgaming masterpiece’ has a

significantly high RTP, but the leader in this comparison is ‘Mega Joker’ with an RTP of 99.00%, though
other games such as NetEnt’s Jackpot 6000 also land close to these values. Nevertheless, all three
games are quite popular and are favored by a lot of our fellow players and their RTP status is just an
add-on to the fun. Volatility, Hit Frequency. So, we went a little bit through the RTP of the game, this
paragraph is a little bit different. We know that from a player’s perspective, the information about the
RTP of a certain slot is not enough. We’d like to know, and so do you we believe, what are the overall

chances – how often can you hit wins, how large they are and how it’s all done. If you’re a pro, you
probably know this by the term ‘volatility’ and/or ‘variance’, both mean the same thing that we described

earlier. Immortal Romance is a high variance game – it’s actually one of the games with the highest
volatility, if we have to be more specific. But this variance is not coming mainly from the slot itself, it

comes more from the bonus game that Immortal Romance offers us. We would suggest you start low
when you click play for the first time. You’d need some patience and practice (here’s where our Immortal
Romance video guide pops to the rescue) to get the hang of the game and to open the bonus features

(Wild Desire and The Chamber of Spins) in order to win. Prepare for a lot of spinning – trust us, it’s worth
it in the end! Mobile Compatibility – Immortal Romance on the Go! Is there a mobile version of the
game? The answer is yes – you can play Immortal Romance on your phone or on your tablet! The

casinos that offer the slot have a mobile version or you could simply play through any browser (Opera,
Firefox, Chrome) and enjoy the game. Immortal Romance is compatible with iOS and Android, as well
as with iPad . You can spin the slot at home or you could take it on the go while running errands. Just



keep in mind that you must register at the casino offering the game if you want to play for real money.
PlayOJO Available for: iOS Android 50 Free Spins Play here Full T&Cs apply . For Every £1 you

deposit, 1 Free Spin will be credited. Up to 50 Free Spins on Spina Colada. Min deposit is £10. This
offer is only available for first time depositors. Game: Spina Colada | Spin Value: £0.10. As mentioned

above, Immortal Romance is mostly available on web apps of the casinos that offer the game. Quite
recently, a mobile version of the game was launched, and we’re chuffed! The game runs perfectly on
both phone and tablet and is compatible with both iOS and Android, even Microsoft and Blackberry.

However, there is no dedicated app created because then we wouldn’t have the opportunity to play for
real money without linking to a specific casino beforehand. And yet, we’re still happy we can enjoy the

game at any time, anywhere when we want to dive into the vampire world of Immortal Romance! Player
Experience – What do Others Think? And, since we want to be as accurate as possible, we would like to

share another players’ experience with the slot to let you know what it’s like. We scrolled through a few
forums and here’s a quick recap of what we found: A lot of players are really impressed with Immortal
Romance because of the overall vision, animations and soundtrack – in a lot of the comments people
share that they really like how the game looks and the story of each character. Big part of the gambling
community is impressed with the payouts of the game – a big percent of them share that they’re happy
with the fact that you could win a lot without throwing too much money in the very beginning. The main

down side that players notice is that you need to play a lot in order to unlock the Chamber of Spins or the
Wild Desire and to double your winnings. We’ve noticed the same – there’re a lot of spins to win, so
keep that in mind when you’re playing for the first time. Yay or Nay? In conclusion (almost there), we

would like to share that we’re super pleased with the Microgaming masterpiece called Immortal
Romance and we can guarantee the game is 100% legit! And we can prove it: Firstly, Microgaming,
alongside developers like NetEnt and Evolution Gaming, is one of the most popular and respected
game developers in the online gambling community. Secondly, Immortal Romance has gained its

popularity from the very beginning (December 2011 when the game is launched) and continues to be
one of the all-time favorite games of fellow players. Another very important note that guarantees and

justifies the game’s good reputation, is that Microgaming is licensed and verified by the UK Gambling
Commission and the slot itself has been inspected and approved by eCogra. Sounds legit, huh? We’ve
also created a list of the pros and cons of the game below – check it out! Advantages. Disadvantages.
Microgaming has done a great job when it comes to creating the slot – well done! We can say for sure

that we’re impressed. However, keep in mind that while the game may be legit, not all casinos are. When
you choose a casino to play at, make sure you do your research beforehand and think well before you

deposit any amount of money. Don’t worry, we have a solution for that, too! Remember our Top 5 casino
list? All these casinos are licensed and verified by both the UK and Malta Gambling Commission and

thoroughly checked by experts like us (ehem, no need of applause!). Feel free to hop back to the list and
check out the Immortal Romance casinos! Gambling Commission GamCare Certified GambleAware
McAfee eCogra. Tips and Tricks – How to Master the Slot? Well, you’ve learned the rules, you know
what to expect and how much you might win, but is there something that you can do to increase your

chances even more? Yes, my friends, there is! It may sound too promotional or too obvious, but we want
to help you become the master of this slot. That’s why we’ve prepared 4 tips for you to follow. They may
not bring you the big prize immediately but will sure be helpful in the long-term. And so, here are our 4
easy steps/rules to becoming the best Immortal Romance player: 1. Claim Bonus. We always try to

mention this in our reviews – to ensure your winnings, we recommend you claim a bonus before you start
playing. So, enter the casino, register, claim your Welcome Bonus and go make some smackers! 2.

Play with Maximum Bet. Once you open the game, as we mentioned previously, make sure you set your
bets correctly. We suggest you start with the Maximum bet to increase the chances of a big win. There’s
no guarantee it’ll work, but it’s worth the try! 3. Be Patient. It can be really stressful in the beginning when

you see that there’re not any bonus spins or double wins but keep on playing! Microgaming had
something in mind when developing the game and that’s the thrill of the spin! Nothing in life is easy,

especially gambling games! 4. Enjoy the Game. After all, it’s just a game! Might as well have fun and
make the best out of it! Just don’t overdo it – play responsibly! Slot Comparison: See the Top
Alternatives. As you’ve probably already noticed, we really like Immortal Romance! We highly

recommend the game for both the pros and for the newbies that are into magic and vampires. However,
we know that there are people that are not into it. So, if you think that this slot is not the game for you,

we’ve got your back. In the table below, we’ve compared Immortal Romance with three other slots that



might be of interest to you. They’re all really interesting, easy to play and we think that whichever you
choose – you’ll have fun playing! Compare Immortal Romance Slot with Other Games. In this table we’ve
compared Immortal Romance to three other slots, based on experts’ and players’ opinion. If the vampy
slot is not your forte, make sure you check these alternatives out! Immortal Romance Game of Thrones

243 Ways Compare Now Jurassic Park Compare Now Pixies of the Forest Compare Now. All Immortal
Romance Slot Casinos. This is a list we’ve prepared with all the Immortal Romance Slot UK casinos. As
the game has a pretty good reputation, the list is quite long. Head back to the beginning to see our top
picks. All the casinos listed here are verified and licensed by the UKGC. Full List of Immortal Romance
Slot Casinos in the UK. Last Update: 09.06.2022. Share Your Thoughts with Us! And that’s the end of

our Immortal Romance slot review! Thank you for your attention – we hope you enjoyed reading the
article as much as we had fun writing it! We made a big research, asked a bunch of experts and players
for opinions, advice and more and we think we did a pretty good job. However, we’d love to hear what

you think about the Immortal Romance slot! Make sure you leave a comment down below and share your
experience with us. We’re looking forward to it! Play responsibly and have fun, y’all! Bleh, bleh bleeh

(Okay, we’ll stop now…)! Casino Review 9.7 /10 Play here. Frequently Asked Questions About Immortal
Romance. To complete our Immortal Romance slot review, we collated the queries players most

frequently search the internet for regarding the slot. In the following section, you will find the most asked
questions, along with useful answers. And if you still have any questions about the game, feel free to get

in touch. Where can I play Immortal Romance slot for real money online? You can play Immortal
Romance for real money at many online casinos that feature Microgaming slots. For your convenience,
we have listed the best Immortal Romance casino sites that offer a reliable gaming platform, generous
bonus offers, and secure payment options. Where can I play Immortal Romance for free? Most online

casinos with Immortal Romance allow you to play for free before you play with real money. You will
generally need to create a player account to try out the demo. To keep things simple, you can play the
free Immortal Romance slot demo instantly on this page. Immortal Romance – How to win? As with all

online slots, Immortal Romance is a game of chance and there is no way to guarantee you will win each
time you play. Still, there are some winning tips we can share with you to help you improve your chances
when you play. What is Immortal Romance RTP? The Immortal Romance slot RTP is 96.86%. This is a

theoretical figure which expresses how much of all wagers on the slot will be returned to players as
winnings over the long run. This slot's RTP is above average compared to other such games. Is Immortal
Romance slot mobile-friendly? Yes, Immortal Romance is mobile-friendly. It is compatible with iOS and
Android devices, so you can play on an iPhone, iPad, Android phone or tablet. The game design has

been optimised for mobile play, so you get an engaging gaming experience despite the smaller screen
size of mobile devices. 
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